
The Five Ways to Wellbeing are evidence-based steps that everyone can take to maintain and or 
 improve mental  health and wellbeing. Undoubtedly it is most important to maintain safe farming
practices to reduce the risk of injury and untimely loss of life. Equally it is most important to
maintain wellbeing practices to reduce the risk of mental health challenges or mental illness. The
two go hand in hand and for once it is probably ok to disagree with the adage that “a bird in the
hand is worth two in the bush”. I think we are all better off if we keep both farm safety and/or
mental health and wellbeing together in the one hand.

FIVE WAYS TO
WELLBEING

BE ACTIVE
Regular physical activity is associated with lower
rates of depression and anxiety, It promotes
both physical and mental  health well-being. 

It is well established that that  planned exercise
releases endorphins that can help a person feel
more alert, more energised and better able to
cope with challenges. Undoubtedly, this
increased energy improves your awareness 
 which is beneficial in terms of reducing farm
accidents that may occur due to lack of
concentration. 

Consider using your  off farm time to undertake
an activity that you enjoy  and doing at your own
pace . The message really is, to make physical
activity a regular habit, as it can be a game
changer in lifting your mood from a low spot to a
better place. 
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Social interaction and feeling valued by other
people  are fundamental human needs.
Combined they contributes to wellbeing and
are a cushion against loneliness and 
 isolation. Research shows that people with
strong social connections are happier and 
 healthier . Because of the nature of
farming,its long hours, demanding situations
and unexpected events, it  can be difficult to
form regular social connections. It is  good
self care  to create off farm opportunities to
get out and about to socialise that best suits
your needs.

.

CONNECT
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It goes without saying that farming is a very
demanding way of life . When a person is
busy there is a risk of physical and mental
overload. The body can become physically
exhausted and  and the mind  vulnerable to
being cluttered. Unfortunately, and sadly
farm accidents regularly happen because of
being in a hurry to get something done. Is it
worth the risk? 

The most practical thing to do is stop, pause,
collect your thoughts by being aware of the
generous nature around you  – taking a  few
random  minutes of self care can help you
feel calm and in control. It  can also reduce
the risk of incurring an accident.  

FIVE WAYS TO
WELLBEING
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TAKE NOTICE KEEP LEARNING
There is no evidence to show that "you
cannot teach an old dog new tricks“ - quite
the opposite! The more we keep our
brains stimulated the more we thrive no
matter the age! 

Being interested about all sorts of matters
on and off the farm is good for the mind.
Learning about new ways of farming keeps
while at times it maybe challenging, it can
also be motivating.  ! 

It is important for self esteem to embrace
new opportunities and experiences. Local
ETBs provide excellent adult Education
Programmes - participating in one that is
of interest also provides the opportunity
to develop new friends and to socialise. 

Give and giving while important are beneficial and can
make you feel better. It very satisfying when your time,
words and deeds benefit others and gratitude expressed.
It is like an emotional endorphin that creates positive
feelings and energises you. Giving can be connecting with
a neighbour that is struggling, listening and offering the
hand of friendship.

However, once again take a moment out, pause to think
about your own needs and be kind to your self. It is not a
selfish thing to do.

GIVE

Embracing The Five Ways can make  difference to your quality of life and most importantly contribute to
safe farming practices. They are five keys that  you can  unlock every day in small meaningful ways that will
benefit you and the people in your life. By embracing them you can feel connected with others, pay
attention to being active, taking notice of how you and others are feeling, and learning about opportunities
around you to feel calm and relaxed, give regularly to others and yourself.  These Five Ways are in your
hands.

YOUR HEALTH IS YOUR WEALTH

Further
Information

1.  Survivor Stories Real Farmers Real Accidents 
2.  Farmers Health and Wellbeing 
3.  Mental Health Ireland – Farming Resilience  
4.  Farmers4Safety Managing Risk Together
5.  Teagasc - Working Towards Positive Mental Health
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